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SOCIOLOGY OF FILM: ttDUNE" THE MOVIE 

As a sociologist committed to film as an expression of social concerns, 

I look for particular items in a film. These items go beyond the role of 

critic who makes commentaries on general theme, plot, and the performance 

of the actors and actresses in their roles. A sociologist must analyze for 

social themes in film, attempting to reveal how these themes are reflected 

through the film's content, structure, plot, language (verbal and nopverbal), 

and characterization coupled with role patterns. American film influences 

world cinema, and it is one way through which the world can view America 

and Americans, and American trends. The following is ~ personal guide, 

from a sociological perspective, on viewing film, whether oh television 

or at a movie theater; this guide is ba~d on sociological concerns: 

1) Code of honor o Includes cotlcepts of justiceo 

2') Rites of Initiation .• ' Thts involves the older adult or peer who 

directly or indirectly guides the child or youth into womanhpod 
j 

or manhood~ This can also apply to a situation or circumstance. 

J) Aspects of courag9"a:g9. valor. 

4) Roles of the children and the adults. This also includes positive 

and negative stereotyping by ethnic, religious, or social background 

5) Ethical choices to be made and/or made by the characters. 

6) Aspects of social ethics. 

7) Social systems and legal aspects of the institutions presented. 

8) ReligiOUS symbols. 

9 ) Sexual symb ols • 

10) Social Symbols. 

11) Psychological symbols. 

12) Mores, Norms, Values. 

13) Theme of Love and/or Theme of Hateo 



14) Social Theor~ AEEroaches. 

15) Conflict. 

16) Reli~ious asnects. 

17) Sexual aspects. 

18) Sensuali ty • 

19) Personality. 

20) Moral Code. 

I automatically apply my twenty points to any film I encounter,/and 
, 

later write them down for future reference. If the reader will take the 

first point, for example, and apply it to American film, he or she will see 

the code of honor theme in its varying forms in most American films. 

Films that reflect these twenty points include, among many, many others: 

"Casablanca," "Pale Rider,tt "Coooon," "L"'Ong Day's Journey Into Night," "The SearchJ 

"-
"Sudden Impact," "Death Huht, it "The Karate Kid,'t "Raiders of the Lost Ark," 

"The Killing Fields," "High Plains brifter," ttThe Lords of Discipline," ItThe StingJ 

"Giant," "Gone With the ~lind,1t I'Coming Home," "¥asy Rider," "Something vlieked 

This Way Comes," "Psycho," "Shampoo," "A Soldier's Story," "Fmerald Forest ,"flWitness, 
----,.. 

"Hair," "Psycho II," "Point Blarik," "High Plains Drifters," "Shane," "Silverado," 

"Starman~ t1 "The Searchers," "The Outlaw Josey Wales,'t "A Farewell to Arms," 

"The African Queen,11 "The Dirty Dozen," "Hud," "The Wolfen," "The Shootist," 

l'Of Mice and Men," "The Ho:wl1ng," ttThe Swimmer," "High Noon," "The Deer Hunter," 

liThe Yakuza," "Deliverance,1t "Detective Story," "Seconds," "The Godfather," 

"Edge of the City," "Jaws," "Dune," "Embryo," "Deep Valley,U "Jeremiah Johnson." 

A film, whether American or foreign, will usually touch on these points in 

some subtle manner, and oftentimes, these pOints will become blended 

together which is to be expected. 

As to the mOvie, "Dune," it met with mixed reviews. The major pt6blemi. 

despite Director David Lynchr s fine attempt, was simple: The movie mad.ethe 

assumption that those who saw the film had also read the novel Q The second 
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major problem was the film focused too heavilY on hightech and a star wars 

approach. The third major problem was the character dialog vmich at times wa 

confusing; if the movie viewer had read the novel, everything generally click 

place, but if not, he or she was oftentimes wondering what was meant by 

such and such a remark. As a science fiction movie, its saving grace was 

good characterization and focus on conflict and fast-paced action; overall, 

the acting was good, and the cast fit their roles. A little more attention 

to detail in the characters I lives, and less attempt to condense thEY novel 
, 

into a skeleton outline, would have gone a long way towards making the 

movie above average rather than average. From the sociological perspective 

of reflecting the twenty pOints of analyses in their subtle ways, it 

is an excellent film. From the perspective of science fiction entertainment, 

it is only an average film. From the pe'fspective of adaptation from novel 

into film, it is dreadful because it attempts too much and shortchanges 
. ~ 

both the audience and the readers of Dune. -
There is a certain feel to the movie the a~dience does receive, and

some insight into the Dune background can be received; the Bene Gesserit 

is visualized as another way of "Saying Bene Jesuit, and marw people came 

gJNgy with the idea of the Kwisatz Haderach stemming from the book of 

Jewish mysticism known as the Kabala. Paul Atraides is visualized as 

the reluctant hero with a code of honor and justice, and his mother, 

Lady Jessica Atreides-Harkonnen is visualized -as the sensiti va yet strong 

woman she is in the novel. Perhaps, the major difficulty with the movie 

version lies in the simple fact it attempted too much, condensed-too much, 

and utilized serne material that belonged in the Dune cycle proper but 

did not fit into the scope of_ a moyi-e". -. ~ed on the opening novel 

of the cycle. The actor, Kyle Maclachlin, was well-cast in the role of 

Paul, as was Francesca Annis the actress who played the role of' Lady. Jessi~a. 


